Take a big step away from the ordinary and set yourself apart from the crowd in the 26 Mariner. Take command on a spacious bridge that seats five, can be instantly turned into a conversation pit, or become a plumply cushioned sun pad. Plus storage space you'll be hard-put to find on the bridge of any other craft in this class.

Go below and create your own environment by choosing the cabin plan best emphasizing your lifestyle. Discover the private forward stateroom that's common to both plans, and is really private. With 6'2" headroom, double berth, hanging locker, vanity with sink, it has an abundance of drawers and locker storage.

Now go aft and choose the salon floor plan to fit your personality. Here, in Plan B, a spacious dinette to port and an entertainment center with optional bar, and ice maker, television or navigational electronics cabinet.

If it's extra accommodations you need, floor Plan A offers a luxurious lounge that forms a double berth in addition to the dinette. All together, you can sleep six in this stylish version.

Whichever statement of lifestyle you choose, you'll bathe in the luxury of a head compartment complete with shower. A full-size galley that's really full size, with electric stove, spacious refrigerator/freezer, a pressure hot and cold water system, and a deep stainless steel sink.

There's only one you, and there's only one boat to prove it.

The twenty eight Mariner.
Take a big step away from the ordinary and set yourself apart from the crowd in the 28 Mariner. Take command on a spacious bridge that seats five, can be instantly turned into a conversation pit, or become a plushly cushioned sun pad. Plus storage space you'll be hard-put to find on the bridge of any other craft in this class.

Go below and create your own environment by choosing the cabin plan best emphasizing your lifestyle. Discover the private forward stateroom that's common to both plans, and is really private. With 5'2" headroom, double berth, hanging locker, vanity with sink, it has an abundance of drawers and locker storage.

Now go aft and choose the salon floor plan to fit your personality. Here, in Plan B, is a spacious dinette to port and an entertainment center with optional bar, and ice maker, television or navigational electronics cabinet.

If it's extra accommodations you need, floor Plan A offers a luxurious lounge that forms a double berth in addition to the dinette. Altogether, you can sleep six in this stylish version.

Whichever statement of lifestyle you choose, you'll bathe in the luxury of a Head compartment complete with shower. A full-size galley that's really full size, with electric stove, spacious refrigerator/freezer, a pressure hot and cold water system, and a deep stainless steel sink.

There's only one you, and there's only one boat to prove it.

The twenty-eight Mariner.
**36 AFT CABIN**

Splendor on a grand scale, rivaled only by the sea and sky themselves, spreads delightfully before your eyes in delicately balanced blends of color, polished teak and fabrics. It encompasses you in the grandeur of the enormous bridge, and in the engulffing panorama surrounding you. Here, where even wind and sun caress you with respect, is room for six to ideally lounge in the embrace of elegantly upholstered seating. Perhaps your choice is Plan B with its magnificently raised lounge that seats up to seven passengers who will share a spectacular 360-degree view. Feast your eyes on the gallery in this plan and you'll know instantly that its immense storage space, two refrigerators, and stove/oven are there to meet your every demand. Whatever your choice in floor plans you will bathe yourself in luxuries few can enjoy. Classic teak parquet flooring, hand crafted woodworking, accent by plush carpet and furnishings. And total accommodations found only in yachts much larger. Come to where only the few deserve to be. And where compromise no longer exists.